Complete Outline of the Gospel of Luke

Part 1: Introduction (1:1–4)

Section 1: Luke’s Declaration (1:1–2)
   A. The growing confusion regarding the facts (1:1a)
   B. The great confession regarding the faith (1:1b–2a)
   C. The glorious confidence regarding the foundations (1:2b)

Section 2: Luke’s Determination (1:3a–b)
   A. The source implied (1:3a)
   B. The system employed (1:3b)

Section 3: Luke’s Dedication (1:3c–4)
   A. The title by which Theophilus is introduced (1:3c)
   B. The truth in which Theophilus was instructed (1:4)

Part 2: Events Relating to the Savior’s Coming (1:5–4:13)

Section 1: The Announcements (1:5–55)
   A. The birth of John announced (1:5–25)
      1. The sudden presence of the angel (1:5–12)
         1. The people (1:5–6)
            1. The sinful prince (1:5a)
            2. The spiritual priest (1:5b–6)
               1. His godly wife (1:5b)
               2. His godly life (1:6)
      2. The problem (1:7)
      3. The place (1:8–10)
         1. The minister within (1:8–9)
2. The multitude without (1:10)

4. The panic (1:11–12)
   1. The apparition (1:11)
   2. The apprehension (1:12)

2. The stirring prophecy of the angel (1:13–17)
   1. John’s coming foretold (1:13–14)
      1. A prayer answered (1:13a)
      2. A prospect announced (1:13b–14)
   2. John’s character foretold (1:15)
   3. John’s career foretold (1:16–17)

3. The sobering prediction of the angel (1:18–25)
   1. The angel’s astonishment (1:18–20)
   2. The angel’s accuracy (1:21–25)
      1. Concerning the priest’s speechlessness (1:21–22)
      2. Concerning the priest’s son (1:23–25)

B. The birth of Jesus announced (1:26–55)
   1. The annunciation (1:26–38)
      1. The angel’s descent (1:26–29)
      2. The angel’s disclosure (1:30–38a)
         1. The revelation (1:30–33)
         2. The realization (1:34)
         3. The ramification (1:35–37)
            1. The plan (1:35)
            2. The proof (1:36)
            3. The power (1:37)
         4. The resignation (1:38a)
      3. The angel’s departure (1:38b)
   2. The adjustment (1:39–45)
      1. The counsel Mary required (1:39–40)
      2. The confirmation Mary received (1:41–45)
         1. The instant sign (1:41a)
         2. The inspiring Spirit (1:41b–45)
   3. The anthem (1:46–55)
      1. A personal note (1:46–49)
      2. A practical note (1:50–53)
      3. A prophetical note (1:54–55)

Section 2: The Advent (1:56–3:22)

A. The comings (1:56–2:52)
1. The coming of John (1:56–80)
   1. The departure of Mary (1:56)
   2. The deliverance of Elizabeth (1:57–66)
      1. The coming of the neighbors (1:57–58)
         1. The birth recorded (1:57)
         2. The bliss recorded (1:58)
      2. The crisis of the name (1:59–66)
         1. The name decided (1:59)
         2. The name disputed (1:60–61)
         3. The name determined (1:62–66)
            1. The priest’s assertion (1:62–64)
            2. The people’s astonishment (1:65–66)
   3. The declaration of Zacharias (1:67–79)
      1. Words about Jesus (1:67–69)
         1. The Spirit of God (1:67)
         2. The Son of God (1:68–69)
            1. A redeeming Messiah (1:68)
            2. A royal Messiah (1:69)
         2. Words about Jewry (1:70–75)
            1. Scripture (1:70–73)
            2. Service (1:74)
            3. Sanctification (1:75)
      3. Words about John (1:76–79)
         1. His calling (1:76a)
         2. His commission (1:76b–79)
            1. As Messiah’s herald (1:76b)
            2. As Messiah’s helper (1:77–79)
               1. Rebuking the sinner (1:77–78a)
               2. Revealing the Savior (1:78b–79)
   4. The development of John (1:80)

2. The coming of Jesus (2:1–52)
   1. The birth (2:1–20)
      1. The powers of this world (2:1–7)
      2. The princes of that world (2:8–14)
         1. The herald from on high (2:8–12)
            1. Whom he sought (2:8–9)
            2. What he said (2:10–12)
               1. The salvation (2:10)
               2. The Savior (2:11)
               3. The sign (2:12)
2. The hosts from on high (2:13–14)
3. The people of their world (2:15–20)
   1. The response of the shepherds (2:15–16)
   2. The reaction of the shepherds (2:17–19)
      1. Their tidings told (2:17–18)
         1. The wideness of their witness (2:17)
         2. The wonder of their witness (2:18)
      2. Their tidings treasured (2:19)
   3. The return of the shepherds (2:20)
2. The Babe (2:21–38)
   1. The presentation of Jesus in the temple (2:21–24)
      1. The naming of the Lord (2:21)
      2. The nature of the law (2:22–24)
   2. The proclamations about Jesus in the temple (2:25–38)
      1. The words of the prophet Simeon (2:25–35)
         1. The man (2:25–26)
            1. His character (2:25)
            2. His conviction (2:26)
         2. The moment (2:27–28)
            1. The Spirit in his heart (2:27)
            2. The Savior in his arms (2:28)
      3. The message (2:29–35)
         1. A message for mankind (2:29–32)
            1. Concerning the Savior (2:29–30)
            2. Concerning the salvation (2:31–32)
         2. A message for Mary (2:33–35)
            1. Awe (2:33)
            2. Awareness (2:34–35)
      2. The words of the prophetess Anna (2:36–38)
3. The Boy (2:39–52)
   1. Where He lived (2:39–40)
      1. The place (2:39)
      2. The plan (2:40)
         1. His growth (2:40a–b)
         2. His grace (2:40c)
   2. What He loved (2:41–50)
      1. His Father’s building (2:41–47)
         1. What they supposed (2:41–44)
         1. Jerusalem (2:41–42)
1. The annual visit to Jerusalem (2:41)
2. This anniversary visit to Jerusalem (2:42)

2. Jesus (2:43–44)
   1. A missing Christ (2:43)
   2. A missed Christ (2:44)
   2. Where they searched (2:45–46a)
   3. What they saw (2:46b–47)
2. His Father’s business (2:48–50)
3. What He learned (2:51–52)
   1. His submission described (2:51)
   2. His stature described (2:52)
      1. Selfward (2:52a)
      2. Godward (2:52b)
      3. Manward (2:52c)

B. The commencement (3:1–22)
   1. John the Baptists teaching (3:1–20)
      1. His sudden arrival (3:1–6)
      2. His spectacular appeal (3:7–18)
         1. Those coming to his crusade (3:7–9)
         2. Those convicted by his crusade (3:10–14)
         3. Those confused by his crusade (3:15–18)
            1. Their speculations aired (3:15)
            2. Their speculations answered (3:16–18)
               1. The ministry of John exemplified (3:16)
               2. The ministry of John explained (3:16b–17)
               3. The ministry of John expanded (3:18)
      3. His subsequent arrest (3:19–20)
         1. Herod’s wickedness condemned (3:19)
         2. Herod’s wickedness climaxed (3:20)
   2. John the Baptist’s testimony (3:21–22)
      1. Its success (3:21a)
      2. Its successor (3:21b–22)
         1. The Son of God (3:21b–c)
         2. The Spirit of God (3:21d–22)

Section 3: The Ancestry (3:23–38)

A. His age (3:23a)
B. His ancestors (3:23b–38)
   1. The footnote about Joseph (3:23b)
   2. The forebears of Jesus (3:24–38)
      1. The royal line (3:24–31)
         1. The silent years: Jesus to Zerubbabel (3:24–27a)
         2. The secret years: Zerubbabel to David (3:27b–31)
      2. The religious line: David to Abraham (3:32–34a)
      3. The racial line (3:34b–38)
         1. Back to a time before the Flood: Abraham to Noah (3:34b–36a)
         2. Back to a time before the Fall (3:36b–38)
            1. To the human father of the race (3:36b–38a)
            2. To the heavenly Father of the race (3:38b)

Section 4: The Adversary (4:1–13)

A. The Spirit forces Satan to fight (4:1)
B. The Savior forces Satan to flee (4:2–13)
   1. The temptation of Jesus (4:2–12)
      1. The forty days (4:2)
      2. The final day (4:3–12)
         1. The temptation along the line of the will of God (4:3–4)
            1. Do what I say, and you can instantly have the sustenance you so obviously need.”
            2. The lie exposed (4:4)
         2. The temptation along the line of the worship of God (4:5–8)
            1. Do what I say, and you can instantly have the scepter you so obviously need.”
            2. The lie exposed (4:8)
         3. The temptation along the line of the Word of God (4:9–12)
            1. Do what I say, and you can instantly have the success you so obviously need.”
            2. The lie exposed (4:12)
      2. The triumph of Jesus (4:13)


Section 1: The Work in Galilee: His Anointing in Focus (4:14–9:50)

A. The work is commenced (4:14–5:17)
1. He comes to be the Savior (4:14–15)
2. He claims to be the Savior (4:16–5:17)
   1. The Scripture itself attests the claim (4:16–30)
      1. The setting (4:16–20)
         1. The Lord’s coming to Nazareth (4:16a)
         2. The Lord’s custom at Nazareth (4:16b–20)
      2. The sermon (4:21–27)
         1. The proclamation (4:21–22)
         2. The provocation (4:23–27)
            1. The Lord’s bluntness (4:23–24)
            2. The Lord’s Bible (4:25–27)
               1. The case of Elijah and the destitute widow (4:25–26)
               2. The case of Elisha and the desperate leper (4:27)
      3. The sequel (4:28–30)
         1. Their fury (4:28)
         2. Their folly (4:29)
         3. Their failure (4:30)
   2. The Savior Himself attests the claim (4:31–5:15)
      1. He commands the demons (4:31–37)
         1. The move (4:31a)
         2. The message (4:31b–32)
         3. The man (4:33–34)
         4. The miracle (4:35–37)
            1. The Lord’s rebuke (4:35)
            2. The Lord’s reputation (4:36–37)
               1. How it was spoken about (4:36)
               2. How it was spread abroad (4:37)
      2. He cures the sick (4:38–44)
         1. The disciple (4:38–39)
            1. Simon’s residence (4:38a)
            2. Simon’s relative (4:38b–39)
         2. The diseased (4:40)
         3. The demoniacs (4:41)
            1. The Lord’s power (4:41a)
            2. The Lord’s policy (4:41b)
         4. The desert (4:42)
            1. The Lord’s quest described (4:42a)
            2. The Lord’s quiet disturbed (4:42b)
5. The departure (4:43–44)
   1. The great imperative (4:43)
   2. The great impact (4:44)
3. He controls the fish (5:1–11)
   1. The request (5:1–3)
   2. The reward (5:4–10)
      1. Peter’s pride (5:4–7)
      2. Peter’s penitence (5:8–9)
         1. His confession (5:8)
         2. His confusion (5:9)
      3. Peter’s partners (5:10a)
      4. Peter’s prospect (5:10b)
   3. The result (5:11)
4. He cleanses the leper (5:12–15)
   1. The case (5:12)
   2. The cure (5:13)
      1. The touch (5:13a)
      2. The transformation (5:13b)
   3. The command (5:14)
   4. The consequences (5:15)
3. The Spirit Himself attests the claim (5:16–17)
   1. Witnessing to the Lord’s private life (5:16)
   2. Witnessing to the Lord’s public life (5:17)
B. The work is criticized (5:18–6:11)
   1. The silent criticism (5:18–26)
      1. Problems (5:18–24)
         1. The material problem (5:18–19)
            1. A helpless cripple (5:18)
            2. A hindering crowd (5:19)
         2. The moral problem (5:20)
      3. The mental problem (5:21–24)
         1. How Jesus faced their silent criticism (5:21–22)
            1. How their minds were reacting to Jesus (5:21)
            2. How their minds were read by Jesus (5:22)
         2. How Jesus fought their silent criticism (5:23–24)
            1. The way He asked His question (5:23)
            2. The way He answered His question (5:24)
               1. The Lord’s comment (5:24a)
               2. The Lord’s command (5:24b)
      2. Praise (5:25–26)
2. The spoken criticism (5:27–6:5)
   1. Because He ignored their religious prejudices (5:27–32)
      1. Levi’s call (5:27–28)
      2. Levi’s companions (5:29)
      3. Levi’s critics (5:30–32)
   2. Because He ignored their religious practices (5:33–39)
         1. The question asked (5:33)
         2. The question answered (5:34–35)
            1. The then and the there (5:34)
            2. The here and the now (5:35)
      2. A needed change (5:36–39)
         1. He takes us into the workshop (5:36)
         2. He takes us into the wineshop (5:37–39)
            1. The matter of storing the wine (5:37–38)
            2. The matter of sampling the wine (5:39)
   3. Because He ignored their religious pretences (6:1–5)
      1. A Sabbath law (6:1)
      2. A Scripture lesson (6:2–4)
         1. The question asked of Him (6:2)
         2. The question asked by Him (6:3–4)
      3. A sovereign Lord (6:5)
   3. The subversive criticism (6:6–11)
      1. The man (6:6–7)
         1. The Sabbath (6:6a)
         2. The synagogue (6:6b)
         3. The snare (6:7)
      2. The Master (6:8–9)
         1. Confronting His critics (6:8)
         2. Confounding His critics (6:9)
      3. The miracle (6:10–11)
         1. A deliberate healing (6:10)
         2. A diabolical hatred (6:11)
   C. The work is climaxed (6:12–9:50)
      1. A dependent Savior (6:12–16)
         1. Depending on the faithfulness of His Father (6:12)
         2. Depending on the faithfulness of His friends (6:13–16)
            1. The men: what they were (6:13)
               1. Chosen men (6:13a)
               2. Changed men (6:13b)
2. The men: who they were (6:14–16)

2. A dynamic Savior (6:17–9:17)
   1. Dynamic in His words (6:17–49)
      1. What the multitudes sought (6:17–19)
         1. The tremendous nature of the crowds (6:17a)
         2. The terrible nature of their condition (6:17b–18a)
         3. The triumphant nature of their cure (6:18b–19)
      2. What the Master said (6:20–49)
         1. Unusual beatitudes (6:20–23)
            1. A difficult outlook (6:20–22)
               1. Those of His people who are disadvantaged (6:20–21a)
               2. Those of His people who are distressed (6:21b)
               3. Those of His people who are detested (6:22)
            2. A different outcome (6:23)
            2. Unusual barriers (6:24–26)
               1. The woes expressed (6:24–26a)
                  1. Those who are prosperous in life (6:24–25a)
                  2. Those who are pleased with life (6:25b)
                  3. Those who are popular in life (6:26a)
               2. The woes explained (6:26b)
            3. Unusual behavior (6:27–49)
               1. Toward our foes (6:27–29)
                  1. The principle of love (6:27–28)
                     1. To those who detest us (6:27)
                     2. To those who degrade us (6:28a)
                     3. To those who despoil us (6:28b)
                  2. The practice of love (6:29)
                     1. The man who strikes at us (6:29a)
                     2. The man who steals from us (6:29b)
               2. Toward our fellows (6:30–40)
                  1. A great expectation (6:30)
                  2. A great essential (6:31)
                  3. A great explanation (6:32–38)
                     1. The comparison (6:32–34)
                     2. The contrast (6:35–38)
1. The divine nature (6:35–36)
2. The divine negative (6:37a)
3. The divine necessity (6:37b–38)
4. A great example (6:39–40)
   1. The lost are lost (6:39)
   2. The Lord is Lord (6:40)
3. Toward our faults (6:41–45)
   1. The matter of criticism (6:41–42)
   2. The matter of corruption (6:43–45)
4. Toward our faith (6:46–49)
   1. The test of a confessed faith (6:46)
   2. The triumph of a correct faith (6:47–48)
   3. The tragedy of a counterfeit faith (6:49)

2. Dynamic in His works (7:1–17)
   1. Distance could not thwart Him (7:1–10)
      1. The setting (7:1)
      2. The soldier (7:2–8)
         1. His servant (7:2)
         2. His supporters (7:3–5)
         3. His sincerity (7:6–8)
            1. What He realized (7:6a)
            2. What He requested (7:6b–8)
               1. A word of confession (7:6b–7a)
               2. A word of confidence (7:7b)
               3. A word of comparison (7:8)
      3. The Savior (7:9)
         1. His reaction (7:9a)
         2. His rebuke (7:9b)
   4. The sequel (7:10)
2. Death could not thwart Him (7:11–17)
   1. The Lord’s coming (7:11–12)
   2. The Lord’s compassion (7:13–15)
      1. His pity (7:13)
      2. His power (7:14–15)
   3. The Lord’s compatriots (7:16–17)
      1. A word about Jesus (7:16)
      2. A word about Judea (7:17)
3. Dynamic in His ways (7:18–35)
1. Perfecting John’s faith (7:18–23)
   1. A word from John the Baptist (7:18–20)
      1. What he had heard (7:18)
      2. What he had hoped (7:19–20)
   2. A word for John the Baptist (7:21–23)
      1. What Jesus did (7:21)
      2. What Jesus declared (7:22–23)
         1. A word of assessment (7:22)
         2. A word of assurance (7:23)

2. Praising John’s faithfulness (7:24–35)
   1. John as a fearless man (7:24–25)
      1. Not to be shaken by the wind (7:24)
      2. Not to be shaped by the world (7:25)
   2. John as a faithful messenger (7:26–29)
      1. John and his calling (7:26–28)
         1. The promised prophet (7:26–27)
         2. The proper perspective (7:28)
      2. John and his career (7:29)
   3. John and his critics (7:30–35)
      1. Their rejection of John (7:30)
      2. Their rejection of Jesus (7:31–35)

4. Dynamic in His walk (7:36–8:3)
   1. Accepting the hospitality of Simon (7:36–50)
      1. The sinful woman (7:36–38)
         1. Where she came: an indication of her courage (7:36)
         2. Why she came: an indication of her contrition (7:37–38)
      2. The scornful Pharisee (7:39–47)
         1. A look at his expression (7:39–43)
            1. His inward assessment (7:39)
               1. Contempt for the sinner (7:39a)
               2. Contempt for the Savior (7:39b)
            2. His outward assurance (7:40–43)
         2. A look at his exposure (7:44–47)
            1. A lesson in contrasts (7:44–46)
               1. Contrition (7:44)
               2. Consecration (7:45)
               3. Coronation (7:46)
            2. A lesson in conversion (7:47)
3. The saving Christ (7:48–50)
   1. A word about forgiveness (7:48–49)
      1. What Jesus forgave (7:48)
      2. Why Jesus forgave (7:49)
   2. A word about faith (7:50)
2. Accepting the help of some (8:1–3)
   1. Proclamation (8:1)
      1. The tour (8:1a)
      2. The tidings (8:1b)
      3. The Twelve (8:1c)
   2. Provision (8:2–3)
      1. Why the women went (8:2a)
      2. Who the women were (8:2b–3a)
      3. What the women wanted (8:3b)
5. Dynamic in His wisdom (8:4–21)
   1. Understanding the hearts of men (8:4–18)
      1. A parable about fruitbearing (8:4–15)
         1. Jesus and the multitude (8:4–8)
            1. The sower (8:4–5a)
            2. The seed (8:5b)
            3. The soil (8:5c–8)
               1. The roadside soil (8:5c)
               2. The rocky soil (8:6)
               3. The ruined soil (8:7)
               4. The receptive soil (8:8)
         2. Jesus and His men (8:9–15)
            1. An exclusive company (8:9–10)
            2. An expanded company (8:11–15)
               1. The problem soil (8:11–14)
                  1. The demonic factor (8:11–12)
                  2. The disappointment factor (8:13)
                  3. The deterrent factor (8:14)
               2. The productive soil (8:15)
      2. A parable about lightbearing (8:16–18)
         1. The illustration (8:16)
         2. The illumination (8:17–18)
            1. Everything revealed (8:17)
            2. Everyone responsible (8:18)
2. Understanding the heart of Mary (8:19–21)
   1. The coming of His mother (8:19–20)
   2. The comment of the Master (8:21)

6. Dynamic in His will (8:22–9:17)
   1. The stilling of the tempest (8:22–25)
      1. The simple suggestion (8:22–23a)
      2. The stormy sea (8:23b–c)
      3. The stricken seamen (8:24a)
      4. The sudden stillness (8:24b)
      5. The sovereign Savior (8:25)
         1. The fact of their faith challenged (8:25a)
         2. The focus of their fear changed (8:25b)
   2. The saving of the terrorist (8:26–39)
      1. The maniac (8:26–29)
         1. His dreadful condition (8:26–29a)
            1. The place named (8:26)
            2. The plight noted (8:27–29a)
               1. His damnation (8:27a)
               2. His domination (8:27b)
               3. His degradation (8:27c)
               4. His destination (8:27d)
               5. His desperation (8:28a)
               6. His disorientation (8:28b–29a)
                  1. The voice of the demoniac (8:28b)
                  2. The voice of the demons (8:28c–e)
                     1. The demons’ conviction (8:28c)
                     2. The demons’ confession (8:28d)
                     3. The demons’ confusion (8:28e–29a)
      2. His dreadful captivity (8:29b–c)
         1. There was no way to hold him (8:29b)
         2. There was no way to help him (8:29c)

2. The Master (8:30–31)
   1. The question asked (8:30a)
   2. The question answered (8:30b–31)
1. By the demoniac (8:30b)
2. By the demons (8:31)
3. The miracle (8:32–36)
   1. The performing of the miracle (8:32–34)
   2. The proof of the miracle (8:35–36)
      1. A transformed man (8:35)
      2. A troublesome message (8:36)
4. The multitude (8:37)
   1. What they desired of Him (8:37a)
   2. What He did for them (8:37b)
5. The mission (8:38–39)
   1. The plea of the man (8:38)
   2. The plan of the Master (8:39)
3. The subjection of the tomb (8:40–56)
   1. A distracted father (8:40–42)
   2. A diseased woman (8:43–48)
      1. Her condition (8:43)
      2. Her cure (8:44)
      3. Her confession (8:45–48)
         1. A special touch (8:45–46)
            1. What the Lord discerned (8:45a)
            2. What the Lord declared (8:45b–46)
         2. A splendid testimony (8:47)
         3. A spiritual truth (8:48)
   3. A dead child (8:49–56)
      1. The message (8:49–50)
      2. The mourners (8:51–53)
         1. Their removal (8:51)
         2. Their ridicule (8:52–53)
4. The sending of the Twelve (9:1–10)
   1. The Twelve (9:1–6)
      1. Their might (9:1)
         1. Over demons (9:1a)
         2. Over disease (9:1b)
      2. Their message (9:2)
      3. Their money (9:3)
      4. Their method (9:4–5)
         1. When they were received by men (9:4)
         2. When they were rejected of men (9:5)
5. Their move (9:6)
   1. Their systematic plan (9:6a)
   2. Their successful preaching (9:6b)
2. The tetrarch (9:7–9)
   1. Why he wondered (9:7–9a)
      1. His doubts (9:7–8)
      2. His dismay (9:9a)
   2. What he wanted (9:9b)
3. The tidings (9:10)
   1. The report (9:10a)
   2. The retreat (9:10b)
5. The spreading of the table (9:11–17)
   1. The crowds (9:11)
      1. Their spiritual hunger (9:11a)
      2. Their special healing (9:11b)
   2. The crisis (9:12–13a)
3. The Christ (9:13b–17)
   1. The protest (9:13b–14a)
   2. The preparation (9:14b–15)
   3. The provision (9:16–17)
      1. Plenty for all of those many mouths (9:16–17a)
      2. Plenty for all of the Master’s men (9:17b)
3. A divine Savior (9:18–45)
   1. His deity is declared (9:18–27)
      1. The Lord and His prayer (9:18a)
      2. The Lord and His person (9:18b–21)
      3. The Lord and His passion (9:22)
      4. The Lord and His perspective (9:23–26)
         1. Life’s priority—a cross (9:23)
         2. Life’s profit—or loss (9:24–26)
      5. The Lord and His promise (9:27)
   2. His deity is demonstrated (9:28–45)
      1. Glory on the mount (9:28–36)
         1. The heavenly vision (9:28–29)
         2. The setting for the Transfiguration (9:28)
         2. The splendor of the Transfiguration (9:29)
      2. The holy visitors (9:30–31)
         1. Their coming (9:30)
         2. Their conversation (9:31)
3. The human vagary (9:32–33)
   1. What was seen (9:32)
      1. Their awakening (9:32a)
      2. Their awareness (9:32b)
   2. What was said (9:33)
      1. The fading presence (9:33a)
      2. The foolish proposal (9:33b)

4. The highest validation (9:34–36)

2. Grace in the valley (9:37–45)
   1. The people (9:37)
   2. The problem (9:38–41a)
      1. Of the possessing demon (9:38–39)
      2. Of the powerless disciples (9:40)
      3. Of the perverse dispensation (9:41a)
   3. The power (9:41b–45)
      1. The power seen (9:41b–43a)
      2. The power suspended (9:43b–45)
         1. A warning now communicated to the disciples (9:43b–44)
         2. A warning not comprehended by the disciples (9:45)

4. A discerning Savior (9:46–50)
   1. Believers within the group criticized (9:46–48)
      1. The question raised (9:46)
      2. The question resolved (9:47–48)
         1. The child displayed (9:47)
         2. The challenge delivered (9:48)
   2. Believers without the group criticized (9:49–50)

Section 2: The Way to Golgotha: His Adversaries in Focus (9:51–21:38)

A. The scholastic approach (9:51–10:42)
   1. The Savior sets His face (9:51)
      1. A critical moment (9:51a)
      2. A critical move (9:51b)
   2. The Savior sends His followers (9:52–10:24)
      1. The dispensational question (9:52–56)
         1. The messengers (9:52–53)
            1. Dispatched by Jesus to the Samaritans (9:52)
            2. Despised as Jews by the Samaritans (9:53)
2. The mistake (9:54–56)
   1. The indignation of James and John (9:54)
   2. The ignorance of James and John (9:55–56)
      1. The Lord’s displeasure (9:55–56a)
         1. Their ignorance of the Spirit (9:55)
         2. Their ignorance of the Savior (9:56a)
      2. The Lord’s departure (9:56b)
   2. The discipleship question (9:57–62)
      1. When financial considerations hinder (9:57–58)
      2. When family considerations hinder (9:59–60)
      3. When formal considerations hinder (9:61–62)
3. The diocese question (10:1–24)
   1. The call (10:1–2)
      1. The men (10:1)
         1. Sent two by two (10:1a)
         2. Sent town by town (10:1b)
      2. The mission (10:2)
         1. The laborers in the harvest (10:2a)
         2. The Lord of the harvest (10:2b)
   2. The commission (10:3–16)
      1. The terms (10:3–7)
         1. What to exclude (10:3–4)
            1. Special protection ruled out (10:3)
            2. Secular provision ruled out (10:4a–c)
            3. Social politeness ruled out (10:4d)
         2. What to expect (10:5–7)
            1. A house provided (10:5–6)
               1. God’s blessing bestowed (10:5–6a)
               2. God’s blessing belittled (10:6b)
            2. A host provided (10:7)
               1. A divine right (10:7a)
               2. A divine rule (10:7b)
      2. The tidings (10:8–16)
         1. The blessed city (10:8–9)
            1. God’s messenger received (10:8)
            2. God’s messenger responds (10:9)
               1. His touch of power (10:9a)
               2. His tidings of peace (10:9b)
         2. The benighted city (10:10–16)
1. The curse (10:10–11)
2. The consequence (10:12–16)
   1. The contrasts (10:12–15)
      1. The utterly hateful city (10:12)
      2. The utterly heathen cities (10:13–14)
      3. The utterly hardened city (10:15)
   2. The confirmation (10:16)
3. The Christ (10:17–24)
   1. The return of the missionaries (10:17–20)
      1. Their excitement (10:17–18)
      2. Their exaltation (10:19)
      3. Their exhortation (10:20)
         1. The lesser cause for rejoicing (10:20a)
         2. The larger cause for rejoicing (10:20b)
   2. The rejoicing of the Master (10:21–22)
      1. A word to His Father (10:21)
         1. About His Father’s great plan (10:21a)
         2. About His Father’s good pleasure (10:21b)
      2. A word to His followers (10:22)
   3. The review of the mission (10:23–24)
      1. A word of exultation (10:23)
      2. A word of explanation (10:24)
3. The Savior silences His foes (10:25–37)
   1. The first question (10:25–28)
      1. The question put (10:25)
      2. The question parried (10:26–28)
   2. The further question (10:29–37)
      1. A legal point (10:29)
      2. A lovely parable (10:30–35)
         1. A story of ruin (10:30)
            1. The many rituals of the Law—the priest (10:31)
            2. The moral requirements of the Law—the Levite (10:32)
            1. As to the past (10:33–34a)
1. The coming of the Savior (10:33a)
2. The compassion of the Savior (10:33b)
3. The conduct of the Savior (10:34a)
   1. The comforting work of the Spirit
   2. The cleansing work of the Savior
2. As to the present (10:34b–35b)
   1. A refuge for now (10:34b)
   2. A resource for now (10:35a–b)
      1. An adequate price provided (10:35a)
      2. An adequate person provided (10:35b)
3. As to the prospect (10:35c–d)
   1. A time inferred (10:35c)
   2. A truth inferred (10:35d)
3. A lethal probe (10:36–37)
   1. The question of discerning what is revealed (10:36–37a)
   2. The question of doing what is required (10:37b)
4. The Savior sees His friends (10:38–42)
   1. Marthas house (10:38)
      1. A word about her sister (10:39)
      2. A word about her service (10:40a)
      3. A word about her spirit (10:40b)
   3. Marthas haste (10:41)
      1. She was being too busy (10:41–42a)
      2. She was being too bossy (10:42b)
B. The slanderous approach (11:1–28)
   1. A suggestion that was unprincipled (11:1–14)
      1. Declaring the person of God the Father (11:1–13)
         1. A request (11:1–4)
            1. The request made (11:1)
            2. The request met (11:2–4)
               1. The Father’s person (11:2a)
               2. The Father’s place (11:2b)
               3. The Father’s purity (11:2c)
               4. The Father’s purpose (11:2d)
               5. The Father’s provision (11:3)
               6. The Father’s pardon (11:4a)
7. The Father’s protection (11:4b)
2. A revelation (11:5–13)
   1. Based on the behavior of a friend (11:5–10)
      1. A word picture (11:5–8)
      2. A warm pledge (11:9–10)
         1. The contrast revealed (11:9)
         2. The contrast repeated (11:10)
   2. Based on the behavior of a father (11:11–13)
      1. The behavior of a human father (11:11–12)
         1. He will not mock with a stone (11:11a)
         2. He will not mock with a serpent (11:11b)
         3. He will not mock with a scorpion (11:12)
      2. The behavior of the heavenly Father (11:13)
2. Demonstrating the power of the Holy Spirit (11:14)
   1. The miracle of the Master (11:14a)
   2. The marveling of the multitude (11:14b)
2. A suggestion that was unpardonable (11:15–28)
   1. The Lord exposes the nonsense of the suggestion (11:15–22)
      1. He read their evil thoughts (11:15–16)
      2. He ridiculed their evil thoughts (11:17–19)
      3. He repudiated their evil thoughts (11:20–22)
         1. The true source of His power (11:20)
         2. The tremendous scope of His power (11:21–22)
   2. The Lord exposes the nature of the suggestion (11:23–28)
      1. A principle (11:23)
      2. A parable (11:24–26)
         1. The restlessness of an exorcised spirit (11:24a)
         2. The return of an exorcised spirit (11:25b–26)
            1. What it discovers (11:25b)
            2. What it does (11:26)
      3. A proclamation (11:27–28)
C. The sophisticated approach (11:29–52)
   1. In public: the hardness of the people of Israel (11:29–36)
      1. The signs (11:29–32)
         1. The sign of the convicting seer (11:29–30)
         2. The sign of the conscientious sovereign (11:31)
         3. The sign of the converted sinners (11:32)
      2. The sermon (11:33–36)
         1. The illustration (11:33–34)
            1. The lamp and its purpose (11:33)
2. The light and its power (11:34)
2. The application (11:35–36)
   1. A threatening possibility (11:35)
   2. A thrilling potentiality (11:36)
2. In private: the hypocrisy of the peers of Israel (11:37–52)
   1. An unspoken criticism of His manners (11:37–38)
   2. An outspoken criticism of their motives (11:39–52)
      1. Woes upon the formal traditionalists (11:39–44)
         1. Washing up the dishes (11:39–41)
         2. Working in the dark (11:42–43)
         3. Walking on the dead (11:44)
      2. Woes upon the false teachers (11:45–52)
         1. The challenge (11:45)
         2. The charge (11:46–52)
            1. The curse of their loaded demands (11:46)
            2. The curse of their lauded dead (11:47–51)
               1. Their continuing folly (11:47–48)
                  1. Enhancing the sepulchers of the prophets (11:47)
                  2. Endorsing the slayers of the prophets (11:48)
               2. Their crowning folly (11:49–51)
                  1. A new generation of prophets (11:49a)
                  2. A new generation of persecutors (11:49b–51)
                     1. The final heralds rejected (11:49b)
                     2. The full harvest reaped (11:50–51)
            3. The curse of their locked doors (11:52)
D. The systematic approach (11:53–13:9)
   1. Total warfare on their part (11:53–54)
      1. The provocation (11:53)
      2. The purpose (11:54)
   2. Terrible warnings on His part (12:1–13:9)
      1. Against concealment (12:1–3)
         1. The crowd (12:1a)
         2. The command (12:1b–3)
            1. Beware of the leaven (12:1b)
2. Be aware of the light (12:2–3)

2. Against cowardice (12:4–12)
   1. A great plea (12:4–7)
      1. Fear of persecution (12:4)
      2. Fear in perspective (12:5–7)
         1. The power of God (12:5)
         2. The pity of God (12:6–7)
   2. A great pledge (12:8–9)
   3. A great peril (12:10)
   4. A great principle (12:11–12)

3. Against covetousness (12:13–21)
   1. An appeal (12:13–14)
      1. A materialistic request (12:13)
      2. A majestic reply (12:14)
   2. An application (12:15–21)
      1. The precept (12:15)
      2. The parable (12:16–20)
         1. The man and his money (12:16–17)
         2. The man and his mistakes (12:18–20)
            1. Mistaking his bankbook for his Bible (12:18)
            2. Mistaking his body for his soul (12:19)
            3. Mistaking time for eternity (12:20)
      3. The point (12:21)

4. Against care (12:22–32)
   1. Our material problems (12:22–31)
      1. The first emphasis (12:22–28)
         1. The principle stated (12:22–23)
         2. The principle studied (12:24–28)
            1. Look at the fowls (12:24)
            2. Look at the facts (12:25–26)
            3. Look at the flowers (12:27–28)
               1. The loveliness they display (12:27)
               2. The lesson they declare (12:28)
      2. The further emphasis (12:29–31)
         1. A question of proportion (12:29)
         2. A question of perspective (12:30)
         3. A question of priorities (12:31)
   2. His millennial program (12:32)
1. A little flock (12:32a)
2. A loving Father (12:32b)
3. A large future (12:32c)

5. Against complacency (12:33–13:9)
   1. The simple command (12:33–34)
      1. Living for the right world (12:33)
      2. Loving in the right way (12:34)
   2. The Second Coming (12:35–48)
      1. Waiting for the Lord (12:35–36)
         1. An impressive readiness for His return (12:35)
            1. Loins girded: working for Him (12:35a)
            2. Lamps glowing: witnessing for Him (23:35b)
         2. An immediate response at His return (12:36)
            1. Where He went (12:36a)
            2. What He wants (12:36b)
      2. Watching for the Lord (12:37–40)
         1. A great promise (12:37)
         2. A great preparedness (12:38–39)
            1. As to the nearness of His coming (12:38)
            2. As to the nature of His coming (12:39)
         3. A great principle (12:40)
      1. The question asked (12:41)
      2. The question answered (12:42–48)
         1. The wise servant (12:42–48)
         2. The wicked servant (12:45–58)
            1. His skepticism (12:45a)
            2. His sinfulness (12:45b–c)
               1. His abuse of power (12:45b)
               2. His absorption with pleasure (12:45c)
            3. His sentence (12:46–48)
               1. The false servant (12:46)
               2. The forgetful servant (12:47)
               3. The feeble servant (12:48)
   3. The stormy canvas (12:49–59)
      1. The Master’s warning to His men (12:49–53)
1. The coming curse (12:49)
2. The coming cross (12:50)
3. The coming cost (12:51–53)
   1. How widespread the coming divisions would be (12:51)
   2. How woeful the coming divisions would be (12:51–52)
2. The Master’s warning to the multitude (12:54–59)
   1. Their blindness to what was apparent (12:54–56)
   2. Their blindness to what was approaching (12:57–59)
      1. The Law called in (12:57–58a)
      2. The line crossed over (12:58b–59)
4. The stern conclusion (13:1–9)
   1. Needed repentance (13:1–5)
      1. The question of a national disaster (13:1–3)
      2. The question of a natural disaster (13:4–5)
         1. A faulty conclusion (13:4)
         2. A firm contention (13:5)
   2. National repentance (13:6–9)
      1. The barren tree (13:6)
      2. The bitter truth (13:7)
      3. The borrowed time (13:8–9)
         1. A new opportunity (13:8–9a)
         2. A needful overthrow (13:9b)
E. The sermonic approach (13:10–30)
   1. A sympathetic Christ (13:10–13)
      1. The synagogue (13:10a)
      2. The Sabbath (13:10b)
      3. The sufferer (13:11)
      4. The summons (13:12a)
      5. The Savior (13:12b–13a)
      6. The sequel (13:13b)
   2. A sanctimonious critic (13:14–16)
      1. His hairsplitting (13:14)
      2. His hypocrisy (13:15–16)
   3. A sobered crowd (13:17–30)
      1. How they were cheered (13:17)
         1. The humbling of the critics (13:17a)
2. The happiness of the crowd (13:17b)
2. How they were challenged (13:18–30)
   1. His parables (13:18–21)
      1. The abnormal mustard (13:18–19)
      2. The adulterated meal (13:20–21)
   2. His progress (13:22)
   3. His pronouncement (13:23–30)
      1. The question asked (13:23)
      2. The question answered (13:24–30)
         1. A warning for the Hebrews (13:24–28)
            1. Wrong about the time (13:24–25)
            2. Wrong about the truth (13:26–27)
               1. What they fancied (13:26)
               2. What they found (13:27)
      3. Bitter anguish (13:28)
         1. The reality of it (13:28a)
         2. The reason for it (13:28b)
      1. A process (13:29)
      2. A principle (13:30)

F. The scare approach (13:31–35)
   1. A warning (13:31–32)
      1. The warning received by Jesus (13:31)
      2. The warning rejected by Jesus (13:32)
      1. The fatal denunciation of Jerusalem (13:33)
      2. The factual description of Jerusalem (13:34)
      3. The fearful destruction of Jerusalem (13:35a)
      4. The final destiny of Jerusalem (13:35b)

G. The subtle approach (14:1–35)
   1. An invitation to dinner (14:1–24)
      1. The table was spread (14:1a)
      2. The trap was sprung (14:1b–4)
      3. The tables were turned (14:5–24)
         1. Their secret attitude exposed (14:5–6)
            1. The searching question (14:5)
            2. The sudden quietness (14:6)
         2. Their social attitude exposed (14:7–11)
            1. His perception (14:7)
2. His parable (14:8–10)
   1. The proud man humbled (14:8–9)
   2. The prudent man honored (14:10)
3. His point (14:11)
4. Their selfish attitude exposed (14:12–14)
   1. The banquet (14:12–13)
      1. The guests they would choose (14:12)
      2. The guests they should choose (14:13)
   2. The blessing (14:14)
5. Their spiritual attitude exposed (14:15–24)
   1. A great supper (14:15–17)
      1. The remark of the listener (14:15)
      2. The response of the Lord (14:16–17)
   2. A great sin (14:18–20)
      1. The man who was too big (14:18)
      2. The man who was too busy (14:19)
      3. The man who was too blissful (14:20)
   3. A great search (14:21–23)
   4. A great summary (14:24)
2. An invitation to discipleship (14:25–35)
   1. The appeal (14:25–32)
      1. Court the cross (14:25–27)
         1. The great imperative (14:25–26)
         2. The great impossibility (14:27)
      2. Count the cost (14:28–32)
         1. Like a man preparing to build (14:28–30)
         2. Like a monarch preparing for battle (14:31–32)
   2. The application (14:33–35)
      1. An intimation (14:33)
      2. An illustration (14:34)
      3. An invitation (14:35)
H. The sarcastic approach (15:1–32)
   1. The people (15:1–2)
      1. The publicans and sinners (15:1)
      2. The Pharisees and scribes (15:2)
   2. The parables (15:3–32)
      1. The lost sheep (15:3–7)
         1. The wandering sheep (15:3–4a)
         2. The wonderful shepherd (15:4b–7)
            1. The search (15:4b–5)
2. The song (15:6–7)
   1. The human song (15:6)
   2. The heavenly song (15:7)

2. The lost silver (15:8–10)
   1. Distress (15:8a)
   2. Diligence (15:8b)
   3. Delight (15:9–10)

3. The lost sons (15:11–32)
   1. The scandalous son (15:11–24)
      1. The far horizons (15:11–16)
      2. The father’s house (15:17–24)
         1. What the prodigal decided (15:17–19)
            1. He thought of his father’s goodness (15:17)
            2. He thought of his father’s grace (15:18–19)
               1. His plan (15:18)
               2. His penitence (15:19)
         2. What the prodigal discovered (15:20–24)
            1. A gracious father (15:20–22)
            2. A glorious feast (15:23)
            3. A great forgiveness (15:24)
   2. The sanctimonious son (15:25–32)
      1. His simple discovery (15:25–27)
      2. His sinful displeasure (15:28)
      3. His surly disposition (15:29–30)
         1. His self-righteousness (15:29a)
         2. His secret regrets (15:29b)
         3. His sinful resentment (15:30)
      4. His seeming decision (15:31–32)
         1. How he was loved (15:31)
         2. How he is left (15:32)

I. The scoffing approach (16:1–17:10)
   1. The love of money (16:1–13)
      1. A difficult story (16:1–8)
         1. The accusation of the steward (16:1–2)
         2. The action of the steward (16:3–7)
         3. The approbation of the steward (16:8)
            1. His logic applauded (16:8a)
            2. The lesson applied (16:8b)
2. A definite statement (16:9–13)
   1. A question of money (16:9)
      1. Using it to make friends here (16:9a)
      2. Using it to make friends hereafter (16:9b)
   2. A question of management (16:10–12)
   3. A question of masters (16:13)
2. The laugh of mockery (16:14)
3. The Law of Moses (16:15–18)
   1. The essential nature of the Law (16:15–16)
      1. A question of human values (16:15)
      2. A question of heavenly values (16:16)
   2. The eternal nature of the Law (16:17)
   3. The ethical nature of the Law (16:18)
4. The lap of misery (16:19–31)
   1. Two deaths (16:19–22)
      1. The fortunes of the two men (16:19–21)
         1. Abundant wealth (16:19)
         2. Abject want (16:20–21)
      2. The funerals of the two men (16:22)
   2. Two destinies (16:23–31)
      1. The tranquility of the one (16:23)
      2. The torment of the other (16:24–31)
         1. His sudden belief in prayer (16:24–26)
            1. What the lost man desired (16:24)
            2. What the lost man discovered (16:25–26)
         2. His sudden belief in preaching (16:27–31)
            1. His request voiced (16:27–28)
            2. His request vetoed (16:29–31)
5. The life of ministry (17:1–10)
   1. Its special relationship (17:1–2)
      1. The objects of His curse (17:1–2a)
      2. The objects of His care (17:2b)
   2. Its spiritual resources (17:3–6)
      1. Forgiveness (17:3–4)
      2. Faith (17:5–6)
         1. The request (17:5)
         2. The reply (17:6)
   3. Its specific responsibilities (17:7–10)
      1. What the Lord dramatized (17:7–9)
         1. The responsibilities of the servant (17:7)
2. The rights of the squire (17:8)
3. The rationale of the Savior (17:9)

2. What the Lord demands (17:10)

J. The selfish approach (17:11–19)
   1. The meeting (17:11–12)
      1. The Lord (17:11)
      2. The lepers (17:12)
   2. The Master (17:13–14a)
      1. The cry (17:13)
      2. The command (17:14a)
   3. The miracle (17:14b)
   4. The man (17:15–19)
      1. How he praised the Lord (17:15–16)
         1. His wonder (17:15a)
         2. His will (17:15b)
         3. His worship (17:16)
      2. How he pleased the Lord (17:17–19)
         1. What grieved the Savior (17:17–18)
         2. What gladdened the Savior (17:19)

K. The snobbish approach (17:20–19:27)
   1. The demanding attitude (17:20–18:8)
      1. The character of the kingdom (17:20–21)
         1. An abrupt request (17:20a)
         2. An abrupt reply (17:20b–21)
            1. A representative national view (17:20b–21a)
            2. A revolutionary new view (17:21b)
      2. The coming of the kingdom (17:22–18:8)
         1. A day of visitation (17:22–37)
            1. The rejection in view (17:22–25)
               1. The Second Coming (17:22–24)
               2. The suffering Christ (17:25)
            2. The return in view (17:26–32)
               1. A return of the days of Noah (17:26–27)
               2. A return of the days of Lot (17:28–32)
                  1. A careless world (17:28–29)
                  2. A clear warning (17:30–32)
            3. The Rapture in view (17:33–37)
               1. The reality of the Rapture (17:33–36)
                  1. A midnight rapture in view (17:33–34)
                  2. A morning rapture in view (17:35–36)
2. The result of the Rapture (17:37)
2. A day of vengeance (18:1–8)
   1. The purpose of the parable (18:1)
   2. The pieces of the parable (18:2–5)
      1. The wicked judge and his impiety (18:2)
      2. The widowed Jewess and her importunity (18:3)
      3. The worldly judgment and its implication (18:4–5)
   3. The point of the parable (18:6–8)
      1. The compassion of God (18:6–8a)
      2. The coming of Christ (18:8b)
2. The disdainful attitude (18:9–30)
   1. The man who disdained the prayer of a publican (18:9–14)
      1. A parable of prayer (18:9)
      2. A principle of prayer (18:10–14)
         1. Two men (18:10)
         2. Two minds (18:11–14)
            1. The Pharisee and his righteousness (18:11–12)
               1. His pride (18:11)
               2. His presumption (18:12)
            2. The publican and his repentance (18:13–14)
               1. His abasement (18:13)
               2. His absolution (18:14)
   2. The men who disdained the challenge of a child (18:15–17)
      1. The intention of the mothers (18:15a)
      2. The interference of the men (18:15b)
      3. The invitation of the Master (18:16–17)
   3. The man who disdained the demands of discipleship (18:18–30)
      1. The ruler (18:18–23)
         1. The question (18:18–19)
         2. The quotation (18:20–22)
            1. The five commandments (18:20)
            2. The false claim (18:21–22)
               1. The claim put forth (18:21)
               2. The claim proven false (18:22)
      2. The reality (18:24–27)
         1. What Jesus saw (18:24a)
         2. What Jesus said (18:24b–27)
            1. A revolutionary remark (18:24b–25)
2. A rationalistic reaction (18:26–27)
3. The reward (18:28–30)
   1. The comment (18:28)
   2. The compensation (18:29–30)
3. The derogatory attitude (18:31–19:27)
   1. The shadow of the Savior’s passion (18:31–34)
      1. The inevitable (18:31–33)
         1. Warnings from the Scripture (18:31)
         2. Warnings from the Savior (18:32–33)
      2. The incredible (18:34)
   2. The showing of the Savior’s power (18:35–43)
      1. The man’s plight (18:35)
      2. The man’s plea (18:36–42)
      3. The Master’s plan (18:43)
         1. How it was rebuked (18:36–39)
            1. His discovery (18:36–37)
               1. The passing crowd (18:36)
               2. The passing Christ (18:37)
            2. His decision (18:38)
            3. His discouragement (18:39a)
            4. His determination (18:39b)
         2. How it was rewarded (18:40–42)
            1. The call (18:40–41)
            2. The cure (18:42)
   3. The shining of the Savior’s presence (19:1–27)
      1. False ideals are exposed (19:1–10)
         1. The place (19:1)
         2. The publican (19:2–4)
            1. Who he was (19:2)
            2. What he wanted (19:3–4)
         3. The prospect (19:5–6)
            1. Jesus came (19:5a)
            2. Jesus called (19:5b–6)
               1. The imperative requirement (19:5b)
               2. The immediate response (19:6)
         4. The people (19:7)
         5. The promise (19:8)
         6. The pardon (19:9)
         7. The program (19:10)
      2. False ideas are exposed (19:11–27)
1. What was thought (19:11)
2. What was taught (19:12–27)
   1. The journey (19:12–14)
      1. The purpose of it (19:12)
      2. The preparation for it (19:13–14)
         1. Those who helped him (19:13)
         2. Those who hated him (19:14)
   2. The judgment (19:15–27)
      1. The judgment of his friends (19:15–26)
         1. The faithful servants (19:15–19)
            1. The one with the larger ability (19:15–16)
            2. The one with the lesser ability (19:17–19)
         2. The faulty servant (19:20–26)
            1. His confession (19:20–21)
               1. His folly (19:20)
               2. His fear (19:21)
            2. His conviction (19:22–23)
               1. The unanswerable quotation (19:22)
               2. The unanswerable question (19:23)
         3. His condemnation (19:24–26)
            1. What he lost at last (19:24–25)
            2. What he learned too late (19:26)
   2. The judgment of his foes (19:27)

L. The straightforward approach (19:28–20:19)
   1. Coronation (19:28–44)
      1. Jerusalem’s crowning day (19:28–40)
         1. The coming (19:28–29)
            1. The plan (19:28)
            2. The pause (19:29)
         2. The colt (19:30–38)
            1. It was redeemed (19:30a)
            2. It was released (19:30b–34)
            3. It was ruled (19:35–38)
1. The Lord was exalted (19:35–36)
2. The Lord was extolled (19:37–38)

3. The critics (19:39–40)
   1. The demand (19:39)
   2. The denial (19:40)

2. Jerusalem’s coming doom (19:41–44)
   1. A weeping Savior (19:41–42)
      1. The burden of Jesus (19:41)
      2. The blindness of Jerusalem (19:42)
   2. A woeful sight (19:43–44)
      1. The calamity (19:43–44a)
         1. The siege of Jerusalem (19:43)
         2. The sack of Jerusalem (19:44a)
      2. The cause (19:44b)

2. Confrontation (19:45–48)
   1. Traffic in the temple (19:45–46)
      1. The sanctuary cleansed (19:45)
      2. The Scripture confirmed (19:46)
   2. Teaching in the temple (19:47–48)
      1. The persistence of His teaching (19:47a)
      2. The popularity of His teaching (19:47b–48)
         1. How the masters of Israel resented it (19:47b)
         2. How the masses of Israel received it (19:48)

3. Condemnation (20:1–19)
   1. How they wickedly assailed His authority (20:1–8)
      1. The delegation (20:1)
      2. The demand (20:2–4)
      3. The dilemma (20:5–6)
      4. The decision (20:7)
      5. The denial (20:8)
   2. How they wickedly asserted their authority (20:9–19)
      1. The vineyard (20:9)
      2. The violence (20:10–12)
         1. The first messenger sent (20:10)
         2. The further messenger sent (20:11)
         3. The final messenger sent (20:12)
      3. The visitor (20:13–15a)
         1. The coming of the heir (20:13)
         2. The crime of the husbandmen (20:14–15a)
      4. The verdict (20:15b–16)
1. Death (20:15b)
2. Disinheritance (20:16a)
3. Dismay (20:16b)
5. The villains (20:17–19)
   1. The warning of the Savior (20:17–18)
   2. The wickedness of the Sanhedrin (20:19)

M. The seductive approach (20:20–21:38)
   1. The plot of the adversaries exposed (20:20–21:4)
      1. They question Him (20:20–40)
          1. An attempt to catch Him with the law of the land (20:20–26)
              1. What they asked (20:20–22)
                  1. The trap set (20:20)
                  2. The trap sprung (20:21–22)
              2. What He answered (20:23–26)
                  1. His perception (20:23)
                  2. His pronouncement (20:24–25)
                      1. How vivid it was (20:24)
                      2. How valid it was (20:25)
                  3. His perfection (20:26)
          2. An attempt to catch Him with the law of the Lord (20:27–40)
              1. The skeptics (20:27)
              2. The Scripture (20:28)
              3. The story (20:29–32)
              4. The sting (20:33)
              5. The Savior (20:34–40)
                  1. A word about this world (20:34)
                  2. A word about that world (20:35–36)
                      1. A new social order is there (20:35)
                      2. A new spiritual order is there (20:36)
                  3. A word about their world (20:37–38)
                      1. He denies their false premise (20:37a)
                      2. He disproves their false premise (20:37b–38)
                          1. The biblical text (20:37b)
                          2. The biblical truth (20:38)
          6. The sequel (20:39–40)
      2. He quells them (20:41–21:4)
          1. Their beliefs challenged (20:41–47)
              1. How He confounded them (20:41–44)
                  1. What the scribes said (20:41)
2. What the Scripture said (20:42–43)  
3. What the Savior said (20:44)  
2. How He condemned them (20:45–47)  
   1. Openly (20:45)  
   2. Overwhelmingly (20:46–47)  
      1. What the scribes desired (20:46)  
      2. What the scribes devoured (20:47a)  
      3. What the scribes deserved (20:47b)  
2. Their behavior challenged (21:1–4)  
   1. How the wealthy gave (21:1)  
   2. How the widow gave (21:2–4)  
      1. What Jesus saw (21:2)  
      2. What Jesus said (21:3–4)  
         1. A proper perspective about giving (21:3)  
         2. A proper perception about giving (21:4)  
            1. Giving out of abundant prosperity (21:4a)  
            2. Giving out of abject poverty (21:4b)  
2. The plan of the ages exposed (21:5–38)  
   1. Events leading up to the collapse of Jerusalem (21:5–24)  
      1. A question of pride (21:5–7)  
         1. The limited view of the crowd (21:5)  
         2. The larger view of the Christ (21:6–7)  
      2. A question of prophecy (21:8–24)  
         1. A preliminary view of subsequent events (21:8–11)  
            1. False christs (21:8)  
            2. Fearful crises (21:9–11)  
               1. National calamities (21:9–10)  
               2. Natural calamities (21:11)  
         2. A protracted view of sequential events (21:12–24)  
            1. Beware of intolerant adversaries (21:12–19)  
               1. Persecution (21:12)  
               2. Prosecution (21:13–15)  
                  1. From family (21:16a)  
                  2. From friends (21:16b)  
                  3. From foes (21:17)  
            4. Preservation (21:18–19)  
            2. Beware of invading armies (21:20–24)
2. Events leading up to the coming of Jesus (21:25–38)
   1. The signs (21:25–26)
      1. In the celestial sphere (21:25a)
      2. On the terrestrial sphere (21:25b–26a)
         1. Perplexity on earth (21:25b)
         2. Panic on earth (21:26a)
      3. In the infernal sphere (21:26b)
   2. The Son (21:27)
   3. The sermon (21:28–36)
      1. The challenge (21:28–33)
      2. The charge (21:34–36)
      1. To our personal life (21:34–35)
      2. To our prayer life (21:36)
   4. The Savior (21:37–38)
      1. His program (21:37)
      2. The people (21:38)

Part 4: Events Relating to the Savior’s Cross (22:1–24:53)

Section 1: The Table (22:1–38)

A. The last Passover (22:1–18)
   1. The date (22:1)
   2. The Devil (22:2–6)
      1. The foes of Jesus (22:2)
      2. The fall of Judas (22:3–6)
         1. His dreadful surrender (22:3)
         2. His demonic suggestion (22:4)
         3. His deliberate sale (22:5)
         4. His diabolical secret (22:6)
   3. The decision (22:7–13)
      1. What the Lord resolved (22:7–8)
      2. What the Lord revealed (22:9–11)
      3. What the Lord received (22:12–13)
   4. The desire (22:14–18)
      1. His assertion (22:14–15)
      2. His assurance (22:16–18)

B. The last provision (22:19–20)
   1. His body (22:19)
   2. His blood (22:20)
C. The last protests (22:21–38)
   1. The disclosure (22:21–23)
   2. The dispute (22:24–30)
      1. The disciples and their conflict (22:24)
      2. The disciples and their conversion (22:25–27)
         1. The Lord’s explanation (22:25–26)
            1. Lordship as exhibited in human kingdoms (22:25)
            2. Lordship as exhibited in His kingdom (22:26)
         2. The Lord’s example (22:27)
   3. The disciples and their coronation (22:28–30)
      1. Recognition (22:28)
      2. Reward (22:29–30)
         1. A great assignment (22:29)
            1. A place at His table (22:29a)
            2. A position over the tribes (22:29b)
         2. A great assurance (22:30)
   3. The deceiver (22:31–34)
      1. Magnificent concern (22:31a)
      2. Malicious cruelty (22:31b)
      3. Meaningful compassion (22:32)
      4. Mistaken conviction (22:33)
      5. Marvelous comprehension (22:34)
   4. The dispensation (22:35–38)
      1. The challenge (22:35)
      2. The change (22:36–38)
         1. The rule (22:36a)
         2. The reason (22:37)
         3. The response (22:38)

Section 2: The Tears (22:39–53)

A. The agony of Jesus (22:39–46)
   1. Gethsemane (22:39)
   2. Guidance (22:40)
      1. The distance (22:41)
      2. The desire (22:42)
   4. Grace (22:43)
   5. Groans (22:44)
B. The arrival of Judas (22:47–53)
   1. The betrayal in the garden (22:47–48)
   2. The battle in the garden (22:49–53)
      1. A display of disappointing weakness (22:49–51)
         1. Peter’s simple reaction (22:49–50)
            1. His carnal weapon (22:49)
            2. His clumsy work (22:50)
         2. Christ’s sublime reaction (22:51)
      2. A display of despicable worldliness (22:52–53a)
      3. A display of demonic wickedness (22:53b–c)

Section 3: The Trials (22:54–23:25)

A. The trial before the Hebrew priests (22:54–71)
   1. Jesus is denied (22:54–62)
      1. Peter’s terror (22:54)
         1. What inspired it (22:54a)
         2. What indicated it (22:54b)
      2. Peter’s trial (22:55–60a)
         1. Peter accommodated by the world (22:55)
         2. Peter accused by the world (22:56–60a)
            1. The accusation of the maid (22:56–57)
            2. The accusation of the men (22:58–60a)
               1. Peter linked with the Lord’s people (22:58)
               2. Peter linked with the Lord’s person (22:59–60a)
         3. Peter’s tears (22:60b–62)
            1. Peter’s Gabbatha (22:60b–61)
            2. Peter’s Gethsemane (22:62)
   2. Jesus is derided (22:63–65)
      1. Badgered by the men of Israel (22:63a)
      2. Beaten by the men of Israel (22:63b)
      3. Blindfolded by the men of Israel (22:64)
      4. Blasphemed by the men of Israel (22:65)
   3. Jesus is divine (22:66–71)
      1. The morning light (22:66)
      2. The moral night (22:67–71)
         1. The confrontation (22:67–70)
               1. The Lord exposed their disbelief (22:67)
2. The Lord exposed their determination (22:68)
3. The Lord exposed their destiny (22:69)

2. His personal identity: “Are You the Son of God?” (22:70)

2. The condemnation (22:71)

B. The trial before the heathen procurator (23:1–25)

1. Pilate’s political dilemma (23:1–12)
   1. A lethal lie (23:1–5)
   2. A legal loophole (23:6–12)
      1. What Pilate discovered (23:6)
      2. What Pilate decided (23:7–11)
         1. Jesus referred to Herod (23:7)
         2. Jesus received by Herod (23:8–10)
            1. What Herod hoped (23:8)
            2. What Herod heard (23:9–10)
         3. Jesus ridiculed by Herod (23:11a)
         4. Jesus returned by Herod (23:11b)
   3. What Pilate did (23:12)

2. Pilate’s personal dilemma (23:13–25)
   1. Roman justice demonstrated (23:13–15)
      1. How Pilate restated the charge (23:14a)
      2. How Pilate rejected the charge (23:14b–15)
         1. His considered verdict (23:14b)
         2. His confirmed verdict (23:15)
   2. Roman justice distorted (23:16–21)
      1. The formal decision of the judge (23:16–17)
         1. To punish an innocent man (23:16)
         2. To pardon an innocent man (23:17)
      2. The furious dissent of the Jews (23:18–21)
         1. Their demonstration (23:18–19)
            1. The man they hated (23:18)
            2. The man they hailed (23:19)
         2. Their demand (23:20–21)
            1. The concern of the magistrate (23:20)
            2. The cry of the mob (23:21)
      1. The last stand (23:22)
      2. The last straw (23:23)
      3. The last step (23:24–25)
         1. The crowd satisfied (23:24)
Section 4: The Tree (23:26–49)

A. Jesus on the way to the cross (23:26–33)
   1. The foreign conscript (23:26)
   2. The fickle crowd (23:27)
   3. The future calamity (23:28–31)
      1. The Lord’s pity (23:28)
      2. The Lord’s prophecy (23:29–31)
         1. A coming disaster (23:29) (a reference to the Roman war coming in their lifetime)
         2. A coming despair (23:30–31) (a reference to the Roman world coming in the last times)
            1. The Lord’s prediction (23:30)
            2. The Lord’s point (23:31)
   4. The friendless convicts (23:32)
   5. The fearful crime (23:33)

B. Jesus and the work of the cross (23:34–49)
   1. The Mediator (23:34)
   2. The mockers (23:35–38)
      1. The Hebrews: They mocked Him as Savior (23:35)
      2. The heathen: They mocked Him as sovereign (23:36–38)
         1. Their mocking tribute (23:36)
         2. Their mocking taunt (23:37)
         3. Their mocking title (23:38)
   3. The malefactors (23:39–43)
      1. The reviling malefactor (23:39)
      2. The repentant malefactor (23:40–43)
         1. What He rebuked (23:40)
         2. What He realized (23:41)
         3. What He requested (23:42)
         4. What He received (23:43)
   4. The miracles (23:44–49)
      1. What they attested (23:44–46) That Jesus was:
         1. The light of the sun (23:44–45a)
         2. The lord of the sanctuary (23:45b)
         3. The life of the soul (23:46)
      2. What they accomplished (23:47–49)
1. Conversion (23:47)
2. Conviction (23:48)
3. Contemplation (23:49)

Section 5: The Tomb (23:50–56)

A. The sepulcher prepared (23:50–54)
   1. The lovely man (23:50–52)
      1. Joseph’s calling (23:50a)
      2. Joseph’s character (23:50b)
      3. Joseph’s conviction (23:51–52)
   2. The loving ministry (23:53–54)
      1. The tenderness is emphasized (23:53a)
      2. The tomb is emphasized (23:53b–c)
         1. Its security (23:53b)
         2. Its sanctity (23:53c)
      3. The time is emphasized (23:54)

B. The spices prepared (23:55–56)
   1. The women watched (23:55)
   2. The women worked (23:56a)
   3. The women waited (23:56b)

Section 6: The Triumph (24:1–49)

A. Events at the empty tomb (24:1–12)
   1. The vacant tomb (24:1–3)
      1. The ministry that propelled them (24:1)
      2. The mystery that perplexed them (24:2–3)
         1. The barrier removed (24:2)
         2. The body removed (24:3)
   2. The vital truth (24:4–8)
      1. The men (24:4–5a)
      2. The message (24:5b–8)
         1. A message of rebuke (24:5b)
         2. A message of resurrection (24:6a)
         3. A message of remembrance (24:6b–8)
            1. When the Lord had spoken (24:6b)
            2. What the Lord had said (24:7–8)
   3. The verbal tidings (24:9–11)
      1. The return (24:9a)
2. The report (24:9b–10)
   1. Those who received it (24:9b)
   2. Those who relayed it (24:10)
3. The ridicule (24:11)
4. The visual test (24:12)
   1. Peter’s discovery (24:12a–c)
   2. Peter’s departure (24:12d)

B. Events on the Emmaus road (24:13–35)
   1. The two disciples and their blighted hopes (24:13–24)
      1. The sad steps they took (24:13–17)
         1. Their sorrowful communion (24:13–14)
         2. Their stranger companion (24:15–17)
      2. The sad story they told (24:18–24)
         1. The question of Cleopas (24:18)
         2. The question of Christ (24:19–24)
            1. Their tragic bereavement (24:19–20)
            2. Their tangled beliefs (24:21)
            3. Their total bewilderment (24:22–24)
               1. The unbelievable news (24:22–23)
               2. The unbelievable negative (24:24)
   2. The two disciples and their burning hearts (24:25–27)
      1. How the Lord convicted them (24:25–26)
      2. How the Lord convinced them (24:27)
   3. The two disciples and their blessed home (24:28–32)
      1. What they suggested (24:28–29)
      2. What they saw (24:30–31)
      3. What they said (24:32)
   4. The two disciples and their breathless haste (24:33–35)
      1. The news confirmed (24:33–34)
      2. The news conveyed (24:35)

C. Events in the Upper Room (24:36–53)
   1. Jesus in the midst (24:36–49)
      1. Peace proclaimed (24:36–37)
         1. The simple greeting (24:36)
         2. The supposed ghost (24:37)
      2. Peace provided (24:38–49)
         1. Bodily proof (24:38–43)
            1. Personal identification (24:38–40)
            2. Practical illustration (24:41–43)
1. The proof of His sayings (24:44a)
2. The proof of Holy Scripture (24:44b–49)
   1. Their understanding quickened for them (24:45–46)
   2. Their undertaking quoted to them (24:47–49)

2. Jesus on the mount (24:50–53)
   1. The last blessing (24:50)
   2. The life beyond (24:51)
   3. The lasting bliss (24:52–53)\(^1\)
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